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Abstract Cellular materials not only show interesting

static properties, but can also be used to manipulate

dynamic mechanical waves. In this contribution, the exis-

tence of phononic band gaps in periodic cellular structures

is experimentally shown via sonic transmission experi-

ment. Cellular structures with varying numbers of cells are

excited by piezoceramic actuators and the transmitted

waves are measured by piezoceramic sensors. The mini-

mum number of cells necessary to form a clear band gap is

determined. A rotation of the cells does not have an

influence on the formation of the gap, indicating a com-

plete phononic band gap. The experimental results are in

good agreement with the numerically obtained dispersion

relation.

1 Introduction

Metamaterials are artificially manufactured materials with

counter-intuitive properties usually not found in nature [1].

Besides mechanical metamaterials (e.g., negative Pois-

son’s ratio [2–4]) and optical metamaterials (e.g., negative

index of refraction [5, 6], a general review on photonic

metamaterials is given in [7]). There are metamaterials that

exhibit novel properties regarding their interaction with

acoustic waves. One subset of these metamaterials are

phononic band gap materials in which the propagation of

phonons is prohibited in one or more frequency ranges [8].

The phononic band gap (PBG) is an intriguing property

that offers many possible applications, e.g., sonic insula-

tion [9–11], vibration control [12–14] or acoustic wave

guides [10, 15, 16]. Since their initial discovery in 1992

[17] and their experimental proof some years later [18, 19],

PBGs have attracted a lot of interest in the scientific

community.

There are many examples for the numerical calculation

of PBGs in periodic structures based on unit cells with

periodic Bloch–Floquet boundary conditions [20–24]. In

contrast, the number of publications showing experimental

verification of phononic band gaps in three-dimensional

structures is small. Typically, shakers and accelerometers

are used as means of excitation and sensing of the acoustic

waves in a sonic transmission experiment [11, 13, 25, 26].

These methods are not suited for high-frequency ultrasonic

sound waves, though. Piezoceramic modules are a viable

alternative for these experiments, since they work in the

ultrasonic as well as in the audible range. Additionally,

they can function as sensor and actuator [27]. Numerical

results already showed the existence of PBGs for a specific

eigenmode of a strut-based cubic unit cell [28, 29]. In

contrast to phononic crystals which usually consist of two

distinct, periodically arranged materials with a mismatch of

density and elastic constants [1], the material presented in

this paper consists of only one phase. In these materials,

PBGs emerge from a sophisticated design of the cellular

structure.

In the following, we present the experimental verifica-

tion of the previously found numerically predicted PBGs in

cellular structures. The existence of complete PBGs in the

presented cellular structures manufactured from Ti–6Al–

4V powder by selective electron beam melting (SEBM)
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was already shown [30]. This study is to this date the first

one to investigate experimentally how many cells are

necessary to observe a PBG. To this end, samples with

varying numbers of unit cells are examined in a sonic

transmission experiment to identify the PBGs. Addition-

ally, the influence of the orientation of the structures is

investigated. Finally, the results are compared to a

numerically determined dispersion relation.

2 Methods

2.1 Sample preparation

The samples consist of a specific unit cell that was arranged

using a CAD (computer aided design) software (see Fig.

1a). This unit cell corresponds to the 61st eigenmode of the

cubic unit cell with periodic boundary conditions [29, 31].

The node distance (i.e., where the struts intersect) is 5mm,

the amplitude of the struts is 1mm and the strut thickness in

the CAD file is 0.25mm, although the resulting strut

thickness of the manufactured part is mainly governed by

the SEBM parameters. All samples have a width and height

of 5.5 � 5.5 cells with varying lengths of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.5, 8,

10.5 and 13 unit cells. At two opposing sides, a thin wall

covering the whole cross section is added to the structure to

offer a flat surface for mounting the actuator and sensor by

gluing. A finished sample and a close-up of the cellular

structure can be seen in Fig. 1b, c.

Furthermore, samples with rotated unit cells (15�, 30�,
45�; see Fig. 2) are built. Another sample with arbitrary

rotation around all axes (85�, 32�, 58� for x, y and z,

respectively) is constructed. The size of the rotated samples

is identical to a 5.5 � 5.5 � 5.5 cells sample.

The structures are built layer by layer in the SEBM

process using an ARCAM AB Q10 machine. Details on the

process can be found in other publications (e.g., [32]) and

will not be further discussed here. The material used in the

process is Ti–6Al–4V. The process parameters of the

SEBM process are identical for all samples used in this

study (preheating temperature T = 730�C, chamber pres-

sure p ¼ 7� 10�6bar, beam current I = 3 mA, volt-

age U = 60 kV, line speed v = 450 mm s�1, line

energy E = 0.4 J mm�1).

On the flat surfaces (approx. 700 lm thick) on the two

opposing sides of the samples one 20 mm � 30 mm

piezoceramic modules (PI CERAMIC) per side is applied

using a thin layer of an acrylate-based glue. The two

electrodes per piezoceramic module are contacted by sol-

dering copper wire onto them.

The strut thickness was measured by computed tomog-

raphy (CT) using a SCANCO MICROCT 40 for a single unit

cell that was manufactured with the same parameters as the

regular samples, although in a different run. It was cali-

brated using a 490 lm titanium wire. The measurement

with a threshold of 750 was done at 50 kV voltage, 160 lA
current and 300 ms exposure time with a voxel size of

15 lm and an image size of 1024 � 1024 pixels.

2.2 Impedance and sonic transmission measurement

setup

To gain a better knowledge of possible influences of the

piezoceramic module on the transmission results, we

measure its impedance in the same frequency range where

the sonic transmission is recorded. The impedance analysis

is conducted on an HP IMPEDANCE ANALYZER 4194 A. The

impedance is measured from one electrode of a piezoce-

ramic module already applied to a sample to its other

electrode.

The principle of the sonic transmission measurement

setup (see Fig. 3) is to measure an incoming signal and

compare it to the outgoing signal to see how much the

transmitted signal is attenuated by the structure. Creating

and measuring the acoustic wave is done by the piezoce-

ramic actuator and sensor, respectively. The actuator is

connected to the function generator (HAMEG HMF-2525)

which applies a sine wave function with a 10 V amplitude.

Fig. 1 a CAD view of the unit cell which is the 61st eigenmode of a cubic cell with periodic boundary conditions. b Test samples made from Ti–

6Al–4V by SEBM with applied piezoceramic actuator and sensor on the right sample. c Close-up view of the cellular structure
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Fig. 2 Photographs of samples with a 15�, b 30� and c 45� rotation around the length-axis of the sample. d A sample with rotation around all

three axes

(a) (b)

Fig. 3 a The sonic transmission setup with the oscilloscope and the

function generator on the top right and bottom right, respectively. The

inset shows how the samples are connected to the probes from the

oscilloscope inside the of the box. b A schematic of the functional

principle of the setup
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The oscilloscope (HAMEG HMO-2024) probes the signal at the

actuator and the signal at the sensor on the opposing side of

the sample. This measurement is conducted in steps of

1 kHz, where each frequency is measured 64 times and

automatically averaged by the oscilloscope. The computer

automatically increments the frequency and saves the data

using an in-house developed program. The sample is situ-

ated inside an aluminum box that is lined with insulating

foam to prevent external influences from impacting the

measurement.

2.3 Numerical calculation of the dispersion relation

In order to numerically identify the PBGs of a periodic

cellular structure, a dispersion relation has to be calculated.

We determine the dispersion relation of the unit cell of

Fig. 1 using COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS 5.1. Periodic Bloch–

Floquet boundary conditions are applied. A more detailed

description of the method can be found in a previous

publication [29].

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Impedance of the piezoceramic sensor/actuator

module

The impedance analysis of the piezoceramic modules

mounted on the samples is depicted in Fig. 4. Obviously,

the piezoceramic actuators do not have a steady response

behaviour. They show local maxima and minima at their

(anti-)resonance frequencies which are located at around

50�, 75�, 125 kHz. A sonic transmission spectrum is plot-

ted alongside the impedance curve to be able to qualita-

tively compare their shapes. The local minima in the

impedance analysis coincide with the peaks of the sonic

transmission spectrum. Conversely, the transmission gets

lower where the impedance rises. All the other actuators

show the same behaviour with the same characteristic

resonance frequencies. In consequence, the elongation of

the piezoceramic is stronger (weaker) at these (anti-)reso-

nance frequencies.

3.2 Sonic transmission results for varying sample

lengths

Transmission is characterized by the ratio of outgoing to

incoming signal amplitude. This ratio is plotted over the

frequency for sample lengths from 1 to 13 cells in Fig. 5.

The lowest value is up to four orders of magnitude lower

than the highest value, indicating the occurrence of strong

signal attenuation or loss. The regions of interest, i.e., the

phononic band gaps, are frequency ranges with consistently

low transmission ratios. A precise definition of experi-

mentally determined PBGs is difficult, because criteria for

the bounds of the PBG have to be chosen arbitrarily by lack

of convention. Therefore, we will estimate the band gap

position by eye where a clear and constant drop in trans-

mission is visible.

While there is no PBG visible in the short samples, a

PBG clearly forms with longer samples. At a length of 4

cells and higher the PBG has a uniform minimum with low

variation as opposed to the noisy signal on either side. The

position of the PBG is roughly the same for all samples

beginning at 75–80 kHz and ending at 100–110 kHz. The

signal within the PBG is around one to two orders of

magnitude smaller than the surrounding signals, usually at

a transmission ratio of 0.001. This also seems to be close to

the resolution limit imposed by the oscilloscope.

For 8 cells or more, a weak second gap evolves between

160 and 180 kHz. While the gap is less pronounced here,

the shape of the spectrum clearly indicates a region of

interest. Especially the samples with a length of 10.5 and

13 cells show a smooth second PBG, comparable to the

first PBG with at least 4 cells. The flat shape within the

PBG is also observed in measurements with higher a res-

olution of 0.1 kHz instead of 1 kHz. These finer mea-

surements of the non-PBG parts of the spectrum look even

noisier while the PBG regions remain smooth.

A comparable sample in an earlier publication [30] with

a length of 8 cells1 showed a very clear second PBG, in

contrast to the samples in this study. No definite reason for

the lack of a second PBG in samples shorter than 10.5 cells

can be given. A possible cause for the discrepancy can be a

difference in application of the piezoceramic sensor/actor,

e.g., a thinner or more uniform layer of glue.

Fig. 4 A sonic transmission spectrum of the 5.5 � 5.5 � 5.5 sample

(grey) and an impedance analysis of an actuator applied to the sample

(black)

1 All parameters were the same for the earlier sample, except a higher

line energy and lower line speed were used, resulting in thicker struts.
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From these results we can deduce that about 4 cells in

transmission direction are necessary for a well-defined

PBG to emerge. More than 4 cells up to 13 do not appear to

be detrimental to the depth or width of the PBG. The

second PBG becomes visible at a sample length of at least

10.5 cells. The requirements for a clear second PBG will be

subject to further investigations in the future.

In order to be able to compare the experimental data

with numerical results, the thickness of the real samples

has to be determined with a CT measurement of a unit cell.

The CT measurement of the fabricated unit cell shows an

average strut thickness of 0:4905� 0:1165lm. Given the

large surface roughness and the fact that the roughness

does not effectively contribute to the diameter of the strut

in a mechanically relevant way [33], the dispersion relation

was calculated for a slightly thinner strut thickness of

450 lm. The calculated PBGs from the dispersion relation

are shown as grey bars in Fig. 5. For the first PBG they

show good agreement with the experimental data. The

second PBG is slightly lower and less wide in the numer-

ical dispersion relation compared to the samples that show

a second PBG. The dispersion relation is shown in detail in

subsection 3.4.

3.3 Sonic transmission results for samples

with varying orientation with respect

to the active axis

The spectra for the rotated structures (see Fig. 6) qualita-

tively show the same results as the other samples. The PBG

is visible and lies in the similar range between 70 and

100 kHz. The small deviation from the other samples can

be explained by the fact that the sample series have been

manufactured in different runs, possibly resulting in small

differences in strut thickness. The sample rotated around all

three axes shows the same behaviour as the other samples.

This indicates a complete band gap, i.e., there is a PBG in

all propagation directions of the mechanical wave. This

Fig. 5 Sonic transmission spectra for sample lengths of a–h 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.5, 8, 10.5 and 13 cells. The grey areas indicate the PBGs calculated from

a dispersion relation for a 0.45-mm-thick strut
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finding supports the results from a previous publication that

already proved the existence of the PBG in the crystal

directions (100), (110) and (111) [30].

There is no second PBG visible in any of the rotated

samples. This is in line with the results of the last section,

where a second PBG only emerged at a length of at least

10.5 cells, i.e., almost twice the length of the rotated

samples. As with the samples in the last section, the res-

onance frequencies of the piezoceramic actuator do not

interfere with the PBGs. The numerical results, again

indicated by the grey bars, show good agreement with the

experimental results for the first PBG.

Fig. 6 Sonic transmission spectra for samples with rotations of a 15�, b 30� and c 45� of the sample and d an arbitrary rotation around all three

axes. The grey areas indicate the PBGs calculated from a dispersion relation for a 0.45-mm-thick strut

Fig. 7 a Unit cell of the reciprocal lattice. b Numerical dispersion

relation of a unit cell with a strut thickness of 450 lm along the

reciprocal lattice points C-X-M-R-C. c Transmission diagram for the

sample with dimensions 5.5 � 5.5 � 8 cells. Complete PBGs obtained

from the dispersion relation are marked in grey for both plots
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3.4 Comparison of experimental and numerical

results

The numerical dispersion relation of a unit cell with

450 lm strut thickness is shown in Fig. 7b. It shows two

PBGs in the ranges from 79 to 108 kHz and 156 to

167 kHz. The transmission diagram for the sample with

dimensions 5.5 � 5.5 � 8 cells (see Fig. 7c) is shown in

comparison and representatively for the other samples.

The numerical result is in good agreement with the

experimentally determined first PBG of the samples, as

the alignment of the numerically determined PBG in

grey with the transmission drop indicates. The second

PBG, however, is not pronounced in the experimental

data. This has been discussed in subsection 3.2. Since all

samples show reasonably similar experimental PBGs, we

can say that simulation and experiment are in good

agreement for samples with varying length and

orientation.

4 Conclusion

In this study, we examined the sonic transmission proper-

ties of a periodic cellular Ti–6Al–4V structure built by

additive manufacturing (SEBM). The experiment showed

that about 4 unit cells in transmission direction are neces-

sary for a pronounced phononic band gap to evolve.

The PBG is still present if the number of cells increases

or the structure is arbitrarily rotated. Longer samples with

10.5 cells or more showed a second phononic band gap.

The lack of influence of the orientation of the sample is

furthermore evidence for a complete PBG, as suggested by

the numerical results. The experimentally determined

positions and widths of the PBG are in good agreement

with numerical results.

The reason for the weak second PBG needs to be

investigated. Further research will focus on the effects of

different geometric parameters to achieve wider and lower

frequency PBGs with the underlying unit cell. A combi-

nation of different unit cells might open up possibilities to

superpose PBGs.
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